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Torhout lies in Flanders, on the edge of battle zone where 
many lost their lives during World War I. In my personal his-

tory, it was the place where I could first participate in European 
Bibliodrama Conference. 

When the conference in Torhout became reality, then the first 
sign of its nearing was the homework preparing the puzzle 
piece. It made me realise that the team preparing this confe-
rence thinks everything through and considers details import-
ant.

Homework task, given by Jes Bouwen and Anne Coussement 
should in itself have been a warning that the conference will 
be orchestrated with precision and at the same time with cre-
ativity unleashed. Opening ceremony contained moments that 
touched your soul and allowed your soul to be lifted up. It also 
offered merriment in togetherness and glimpses on the map of 
Bibliodrama in Europe. It also gave me the alarming affirmati-
on, that so many people present are on this conference for the 
umpteenth time.

Knowing that the conference has taken place many and many 
years in a row I had some clues what to expect. I had with me an 
assumption that this conference will be a “class reunion” event 
– everyone knows everyone for ages and everybody is greeting 
and hugging fellow classmates. Yes, I had my assumption con-
firmed. And no, I did not get the feeling that I am the “new girl in 
town”. Small details in organization like everyone wearing the 
name badge, all introductions during the first evening, readi-
ness of all people present to invite those with slightly confused 
look or uneasiness of the newcomer to partake, alacrity to in-
clude everybody into the conversation – it all made plunge into 
the unknown waters of European Bibliodrama scene pleasant 
and comfortable. 

The opening evening of the conference was the beginning of 
the fairytale true story weaving its way through the days in Tor-
hout with every minute element eventually linking with others, 
making sense and generating drive. Place. Environment. De-
tails. Orchestration. Morning prayers filled with symbols and 
images, offering ecumenical associations, nourishing spirit 
and senses to be alert during the day to come. The story of pea-
ce and not peace finding its way, the influence of the great wars 
clear and evident, their shadow crossed over even during the 
beer tasting evening, being represented in the tales told about 
Belgian beers and their production history. 

My hope for the conference was that I can experience classical 
Bibliodrama, textbook Bibliodrama true to its roots. I had read 
about it in the books, I had a yearning. Having warm-up and body 
work up to the third of the entire workshop was Bibliodrama to 
me. The charm of it for me lies in the fact that I could share this 
group work with people comfortable with movement and body 
work, joining easily into dance and pantomime. Getting my fellow 
Estonians up from their chairs is an entirely different ballgame. 
Being Jonah in a big tent that represents the inside of the whale 
and painting a picture of a word from the text are moments pi-
cked out of the continuous flow, that was textbook Bibliodrama 
to me, in a group led by Bas van den Berg and David Tatem.

Before the group work started it felt an ambitious task to take 
on the full book of Jonah in just four workshops. The rush was 
there in the group, it was felt in emotional wear and in tiredness 
of group members. The story of Jonah and Nineveh was unco-
iling with fast pace in our group meetings. The sins of Nineveh 
represented a cross-section of the troubles, challenges and sins 
of a 21st century metropolis. After that you are ready to go on a 
field trip to visit the graves of hundreds of thousands of soldiers 
whose lives were lost during the battles around Ieper/Ypres in 
First World War.

I have now met the soldiers in their graves in a way that only 
Bibliodrama can offer. Folding poppies in Ieper/Ypres, above the 
Menin Gate Memorial, after last post ceremony will be the poppy 
moment I will remember. The field poppy seeds are dissemina-
ted on the wind and can lie dormant in the ground for a long 
time. If the ground is disturbed the seeds will germinate and the 
poppy flowers will grow. This is what happened in parts of the 
front lines in Belgium and France during the years of First World 
War. Once the ground was disturbed by the fighting, the poppy 
seeds lying in the ground began to germinate and grow during 
the warm weather in the spring and summer months. So, after 
the battles in Flanders the next spring saw a lot of poppies on the 
fields disturbed by battles. In this way poppies became a symbol 
for the resilience of life. Poppies were the first to return on the 
fields wounded by war.

We return and then the group reassembles. Suddenly it’s not 
about Jonah. Suddenly we sit in a circle and talk about the per-
sonal stories related to two world wars. All different. From dif-
ferent sides. All personal and intertwined with different nations 
histories and threads in world politics. We just talk. Feelings like 
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pain and guilt emerge. Understanding of liberation, reconciliati-
on, gaining of the state independence crosses the room. Loss of 
lives touches us all. The inevitable gloom of the next war hangs 
around. Sharing. Listening. Just being with it.

Nearly a hundred years after the end of the first big war we can 
peacefully sit in a circle and talk about it, crossing national bor-
ders, confession borders, front lines and perspectives. We have a 
conversation among people whose ancestors fought on different 
sides of this frontier and now lie on different graveyards. In this 
conversation we search for inner peace and we lay ghosts to find 
it.

For Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians, the nations on the 
east coast of the Baltic Sea, the sacrifices and battles in First 
World War meant an opportunity to achieve independent state, a 
dream come true, a goal towards which we worked ourselves for 
half a century. For Estonians the word “peace” still contains its 
outward meaning - enabling self-determination of our people. 
For many nations in Europe already this first big war meant huge 
loss of lives ‒ a loss of a generation of men, sons and fathers. 
This loss was soon followed by the loss of another generation of 
sons, fathers and grandfathers.

This peaceful circle, this talk can happen in a Europe so torn 
between fear and duty, during the new migration period (Völ-
kerwanderung). It was possible to talk about the former wars 
with people, then divided by a frontier. So maybe there is a future 
where we shall talk about challenge and events of nowadays, 
just the same way as we discussed Jonah, First World War and 
our personal connections in Torhout, in our circle of Bibliodra-
ma. My fellow countryman will ask, was it truly Bibliodrama? In 
a way it was more than Bibliodrama and yet it was classic Bibli-
odrama. For me. At that moment in Torhout.

My journey to Torhout started a few years earlier than the actu-
al act of boarding a plane in Tallinn to fly to Brussels. During the 
nineteen nineties, Estonians had a taste from nearly every form 
of therapy, drama and counseling that had been invented or tried 
out during the years we were separated from western European 
culture and its developments. Among the tastes that were tried 
was also Bibliodrama. First few Estonians went to Finland to 
become Bibliodrama leaders. Having tasted and sampled quite 
many things they had to choose their path because you cannot 
follow all the paths at the same time. There comes a moment 

one must choose. So Bibliodrama in Estonia went into hibernati-
on for one and a half decade.

The new beginning to Bibliodrama in Estonia was given in 
2013, when one of the nineties Bibliodrama leaders conducted 
a random beginners introductory course. This started one of 
the current active Bibliodrama leaders on its way. For me the 
first meeting and inspiration to pursue Bibliodrama happened 
in a Bibliodrama workshop of Tim Schramm and Ellen Kubitza 
during North European Conference for counselling, therapy and 
theology in Flensburg, Germany in 2015. After finding my way 
to Bibliodrama, I was introduced to the existence of European 
Network of Bibliodrama and their annual conferences. To my 
knowledge I am now the first Estonian participant to European 
Bibliodrama Conference.

Today there are three active Bibliodrama leaders in Estonia, 
two of them recently graduated their Bibliodrama leader educa-
tion in Finland. We just spread the word, finding more people to 
whom to explain what Bibliodrama is. One congregation in Tal-
linn has hosted Bibliodrama evenings for the last one and a half 
years each week. It is a small start and yet there is something 
there is hope.

During days in Torhout I felt like a child, full of hope, careful-
ly following the fairytale story of pieces of peace. It was magic 
to see how all elements and symbols weaved themselves into a 
pattern of peace inside people and readiness to give it further on 
to the others on the outside. I felt like a citizen of Europe, wal-
king the fields of death of the first big war, meeting the countless 
nameless graves of soldiers of the First World War and realising 
that all the warnings and reminders did not keep the peace and 
prevent the second one with far more victims. Discovering the 
threads of history weaved into the life stories of the people pre-
sent. Threads that connect Jonah and Nineveh, present day and 
both world wars in a very real manner. Two threads of the Tor-
hout conference, intertwined yet not becoming one.
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